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Abstract
To manage the rapid growth of the Internet, numerous tools were designed that allow to visually
interpret routing graphs from a specific vantage point or on a local scale, thus helping network
administrators make decisions on routing policies. Many of the applied techniques however exhibit
poor scaling when they are used to draw larger parts of the global routing graph. In this thesis, ASViewer is introduced as a new and flexible tool that allows the use of different graph drawing
techniques to display a wide variety of annotations for the AS-Graph. To limit the complexity of the
resulting images, clustering can be used alongside with hierarchy based graph layouts. In addition,
the graph drawing is done in hardware accelerated 3D, allowing the user to interactively inspect the
AS-Graph using perspective to highlight specific subregions of the Internet. Further interactivity is
provided through an interpreter that allows close inspection and manipulation of the graph. It will
be concluded that AS-Viewer can greatly help interpreting large and complex datasets on global
routing by allowing to quickly identify peculiarities and potential errors, thus making it an ideal tool
in further analysis of global Internet structure.

Kurzfassung
Um mit dem schnellen Wachstum des Internets Schritt halten zu können wurden zahlreiche
Werkzeuge geschaffen, die es erlauben lokal sichtbare Teile eines Routing Graphen graphisch darzustellen und so Netzwerk-Administratoren zu helfen Entscheidungen über Routing-Einstellungen
zu treffen. Viele der angewandten Techniken lassen sich allerdings nicht auf größere Teile des Internets skalieren. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird AS-Viewer vorgestellt: Es handelt sich dabei um eine
neuartige und flexible Software, die es erlaubt verschiedene Methoden der Graph Visualisierung zu
verwenden um ein großes Spektrum von Eigenschaften und Metriken für den AS-Graphen darzustellen. Um die Komplexität der Darstellung unter Kontrolle zu halten kann zusätzlich zu
hierarchischen Layouts ein Clustering der Knoten verwendet werden. Die eigentliche Darstellung
des Graphen erfolgt mit hardwarebeschleunigter 3D-Grafik, um dem Benutzer die Möglichkeit zu
geben durch die interaktive Wahl der Perspektive bestimmte Teile des Internets hervorzuheben. Zu
einer weiteren Verbesserung der Interaktivität trägt ein integrierter Interpreter bei, der detaillierte
Analysen und eine flexible Beeinflussung des Graphen erlaubt. Abschließend wird festgestellt, dass
AS-Viewer ein hilfreiches Instrument sein kann, das es ermöglicht umfangreiche und komplexe
Datensätze so darzustellen, dass Besonderheiten und mögliche Fehler schnell lokalisiert werden
können. Aus diesem Grund handelt es sich bei AS-Viewer um ein nützliches Werkzeug für weitere
Forschungsprojekte über die Struktur des Internets.
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1 Motivation

1 Motivation
Since its beginnings as a small network of research and defence computer systems, the Internet has
grown at an ever increasing speed. This growth has meant that the fixed routing tables of the early
days were no longer suitable to efficiently deliver packets in the complex decentralized structure of
the growing Internet. To make global routing possible the Internet is split into Autonomous Systems
(AS), each responsible for a certain set of customer IP-addresses. These ASes mostly represent business entities, military and research organizations and network operation facilities. Since no AS can
afford to have physical links with every other AS in the Internet it is usual practice that many en tities offer to forward data for their partners in exchange for financial compensation or bilateral
transit agreements. As this forwarding can span several transit ASes till a desired address can be
reached, the BGP protocol was adopted, by which each AS can notify its partners which addresses it
wants to handle for them – either by directly reaching the target or by forwarding it to another AS
that is topologically closer to the final destination.
This protocol has enabled us to manage the exponential growth for a long time, albeit not without
problems. At the time of writing we have in excess of 37000 distinct ASes [BMON], each with its
own set of forwarding rules for their partner's data. They total more than 330000 distinct IP-prefixes
and the routing tables used to take decisions about which route a packet of data will take have
reached sizes in the gigabyte range for the larger ISPs. This vast size however poses a challenge for
researchers and businesses trying to identify bottlenecks or determining global and local significance of certain ASes or links. Although there are already many tools to interactively analyse local
adjacencies of ASes, only very few scale to larger subsets of the Internet. Such a bird's eye view
however would be very useful to analyse connectivity on a global scale.

2 Goals
The central objective of this thesis is to design, build and evaluate AS-Viewer, a tool that provides
customizable views of the macroscopic internet connectivity. The tool is intended to enable the user
to quickly identify the role of ASes on a global scale and to compare the relations that different
ASes have for global reachability.
Unlike most previous approaches it will not be restricted to 2D space, but instead interactive 3D
representations of the graph will be created that allow user directed exploration. The representations
need to be customizable so that different types of data can be highlighted to reveal anomalies that
would otherwise stay hidden in the enormous amount of data. Different graph drawing algorithms
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are to be evaluated for usefulness of the resulting models. Emphasis is also put on complexity reduction to make the graph manageable.
Since AS-Viewer is intended for continued use in other research projects and further development,
priority is put on the ability to aggregate different data sources and the ability to customize how this
data is handled.

3 Basics and related work
The project is thematically located at an intersection of network architecture, graph theory and data
visualization. At first, a quick introduction into each of these fields of research will be given, highlighting relevant previous work that has been done and identifying the strengths and weaknesses of
the respective techniques.

3.1 Routing Basics and the Border Gateway Protocol
The BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) is a path vector protocol that is used between routers of different networks to notify each other about possible paths for IP-packets. Each IP-prefix that has
been assigned to an Autonomous System can be announced to the routing partners of an AS. These
partners in turn can decide to forward these announcements after prepending their own identifier to
the contained AS-Path, a list of hops that ends with the originating ASN. An example for the update
messages that are exchanged between the routers of different ASes can be seen in Fig. 1. In the
shown message, a router from AS7911 has announced to AS6447 that it will be carrying the prefix
141.238.0.0/16 along to the next intermediate router in AS3561, before it reaches the its final
destination in AS1239.
TIME:

07/02/03 11:04:07

TYPE:

BGP4MP/MESSAGE/Update

FROM:

64.200.199.3 AS7911

TO:

128.223.60.102 AS6447

ORIGIN:

IGP

ASPATH:

7911 3561 1239

NEXT_HOP:

64.200.199.3

COMMUNITY:

3561:21000 7911:999 7911:7302

ANNOUNCE
141.238.0.0/16
Fig. 1 An example of a BGP update message
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To avoid infinitive recursion and loops in the ASPATH attribute, each BGP router applies input
filtering to all received routing paths, discarding those routes that already contain its own ASN.

Fig. 2 Different types of ASes and their relationships

Since forwarding packets for destinations outside the own network often incurs additional costs for
an ISP, supplementary import and export-policies often reflect business relationships between networks. A regional provider for example, will need to pay its upstream Tier-1 or Tier-2 provider in
order to receive routes for reaching the rest of the Internet. ASes of similar size in contrast tend to
exchange traffic mutually without monetary compensation. Usually this exchange only covers
traffic that is intended for each partner's customers since sending foreign data to an own provider
likely results in additional cost for a network.
In reality, the contracts and the resulting policies may be much more complex to allow for load balancing, backup links and also route exchanges that cover only parts of a full prefix table.
Furthermore BGP restricts each router to export at most one path for each prefix in order to limit the
size of the resulting BGP-tables. This means if a router knows more than one route to a single prefix
it needs to rank these routes to determine the “best” path that it will announce to other partners. The
most important general input parameter for this ranking is the length of the paths since shorter paths
hint to a more direct connection to the destination IPs. In practice, many more parameters – such as
static preferences and limited link bandwidths – may influence this decision.
However this decision about the “best” path is frequently changed during the actual routing of a
packet. This is due to additional parameters that are subject to frequent change – such as network
delay, packet loss and signal strength [RBSH]. These factors are usually not considered during the
route propagation, since they would put a lot of unnecessary load of path changes onto each and
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every BGP router. In most cases, it does not matter too much if a packet takes exactly the path that
the first router was told it would take, as long as it reaches its target along a path of similar or
shorter length. This policy however creates problems for researchers, as it makes predictions of the
actual paths unreliable. Nevertheless it does make the system as a whole much more resilient, since
a router with an an unresponsive peer can quickly make decisions for a alternative routes without
having to consult his BGP peers first.

3.2 Drawing AS-Paths

Fig. 3 CAIDA Internet Topology Map 2010 [BCHL]
(image available from
www.caida.org/research/topology/as_core_network)

Fig. 4: Screenshot of Otter with CAIDA Topology
dataset

Many different techniques have been employed to making the underlying Graph structure of the
AS-Paths comprehensible. Usually, the first design choice is whether to put the focus on single
ASes and the routing policies in their immediate neighbourhood, or on creating a global view that
inherently has to ignore many fine details.
The CAIDA Internet Topology Map shown in Fig. 3 is a notable and well known example for the
macroscopic approach. Since 2000, they have annually compiled data from an increasing number of
different sources into one big graph for each IPv4 and IPv6. As main parameter for their graph
drawing algorithm, they use the number of times an AS appears as transit hop in the AS-Paths to
determine a logarithmic importance measure that determines the radius of a ring on which it will be
placed. The position on the ring is then averaged over the longitude values available for all prefixes
announced by an AS. While the resulting image is still comprehensible for IPv6, the much larger
IPv4 version resembles a “hairball”, which contains so many vertices and edges that it is very hard
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to gain much insight into the structure of the internet. To mitigate this problem, CAIDA also offers
an interactive version of Otter (see Fig. 4), the central tool they use to generate these graphs. As
there are only very few datasets available and due to the fact that this tool apparently has not been
maintained in recent years, it can only be of limited use for further research.

Fig. 5 Hierarchical AS-Graph rendering
(taken from [BBGW])

Some similar techniques for drawing the AS-Graph were used by Baur et al. [BBGW]. Like the
CAIDA Topology Map, their drawing technique relies on an importance metric to rank ASes, which
in their case is provided through a k-core decomposition, introduced by [SBS], and first applied to
the AS-Graph by [MGMP] and [ADBV]. While their approach manages to reduce overall
complexity by combining several different graph-drawing algorithms, the produced still images
suffer from a lack of interactivity and a possibility to annotate data.

Fig. 6 Screenshot of LinkRank (linkrank.cs.ucla.edu)

LinkRank in contrast, is a good example for a tool that provides a more detailed view of single
ASes and routes. It is designed to graphically analyse the change of routes between a small selected
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set of Autonomous Systems. Its key feature is that it allows to watch cumulative changes to the
number of prefixes crossing each edge of the AS-Graph. As a result, it can effectively be used to
track local anomalies such as prefix hijacking (when an AS announces a prefix that it does not own)
or route flapping (a high frequency of route changes for one prefix). An additional feature that helps
in finding such anomalies is the activity graph, which visualizes amount and type of BGP updates
along the time axis.

Fig. 7 Screenshot of BGPlay running at
bgplay.routeviews.org

BGPlay and its interactive offspring iBGPlay are highly similar to LinkRank in being focussed on
changes of routing paths. However, instead of the cumulative perspective on a very limited set of
neighbour ASes, BGPlay offers a broader view, by allowing the user to watch the changing paths
for individual prefixes. A clear advantage of this tool is the ability to utilize the tree-like property of
the AS-Graphs for an automatic generation of an intelligent layout.
Just as LinkRank, BGPlay is not designed to analyse the routing dynamics of the Internet on a global scale, but instead provides detailed insights into local peering relations and their development
over time.
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3.3 Skitter / Archipelago
So far, the mentioned tools and visualizations mostly relied on BGP data to infer global or local
structure of the Internet. The Skitter project [SKIT] and its successor Archipelago (which actually is
a larger set of projects), which both originate in the CAIDA group, offer a different approach. Instead of the announced routing decisions, actual packet routing data is derived from trace-routes and
similar techniques. Since actual routing often differs from the announced AS-Paths, this dataset
covers a different and generally larger set of peerings. Furthermore, it allows a peek on the actual
routers visited along the way, rather than being limited to ASes. A problem in practice however is
that many routers do not react on pings and traceroutes. To counter this, an approach often used is to
supply low TTL (time to live) values that force routers along the way to react by discarding a packet
and sending back a notification. Although this leads to more known hops, it also has the disadvantage of inferring non-existing physical links, since two successive packets do not need to take
the same path due to load distribution and other factors. [LDCM]

Fig. 8 Hyperbolic view of the neighbourhood of a
single router [DWM]

The data that has been collected with this active monitoring has been used to create several very
different kinds of visualizations. One especially interesting concept is the use of hyperbolic space to
make the very tree-like structure of routing graphs accessible [TM3H]. In hyperbolic space, it is
possible to show both the local neighbourhood and the larger, more distant parts of a network graph
in a single, easily understandable picture.
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This technique however tends to fail for graphs that have a high number of loops. To render them in
a comprehensible way using hyperbolic space, it is required to discard many edges that violate the
tree structure in order to create a sensible graph layout. This edge selection may be feasible when
showing the internet from a specific vantage point, by hiding all edges that are improbable to be
chosen by routing decisions, yet it is very hard to accomplish when trying to draw the tightly
meshed core of the Internet.

3.4 Inferring AS and AS-Link properties

Fig. 9 AS-link classification and path validity according to Gao

As described before, an AS number can stand for various vastly different kinds of networks hidden
behind it. There are the large Tier-1 networks like Level 3, that operate a worldwide infrastructure,
Tier-2 ISPs that still maintain a high count of links and also smaller entities, such as university
networks or semi-private networks of big corporations. Depending on the type of a network and its
peers, the policies governing route propagation vary significantly. [GAO] thus classifies the links
between any two ASes using these four groups:
provider-to-customer (c2p) / customer-to-provider (p2c): A provider usually handles all known
routes for his customer, while a customer only handles routes of its customers or siblings for its
provider.
peer-to-peer (p2p): Each AS acts as if it was the customer in a customer-to-provider relation thus
only announcing their respective customers.
sibling-to-sibling (s2s): The ASes are in a strong relationship with each other and mutually share all
of their routes.
Since most ASes do not publish their routing policies, this classification is very useful to predict the
validity of paths that are not visible at public monitors. The classification is however Non-trivial
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and requires both very complete views of the Internet and a significant amount of computing time.
Once the AS-Links are classified, one has to simply check an AS-Path with the DFA in Fig. 10 to
make a prediction about its validiy.

Fig. 10 Heuristic AS path validity expressed as DFA

Since Gao's initial work, several other researchers have made improvements to the heuristic assignment of node relationships. In 2007 Dimitropoulus et al. made a large scale validation of the correctness of their inferred relationships, by sending their inferred link classifications to several AS
operators of different sizes to provide feedback on the correctness of their results [DKH].
While it was shown that the algorithms used offer higly reliable predictions for c2p links, the auto mated identification of p2p and s2s links proved less accurate. Especially the p2p links are elusive,
as their effects are only visible in BGP data, if a large number monitors from remote parts of the
Internet are available. Thus we have to note that in most datasets horizontal links between regional
ISPs will be either missing or classified wrongly, unless a monitoring points in their immediate
vicinity are available.
The same group also introduced the notion of customer cones, a helpful new metric for ASes that
measures how many other ASes can be reached by following only p2c and s2s edges. This allowed
them to rank ASes in a total linear order that can give an estimate for the importance of an
Autonomous System for the overall connectivity of the Internet. This dataset has been subsequently
made available by the CAIDA group.

3.5 Graph drawing in general
Drawing large and complex graphs as can be derived from AS-Paths is an intricate task. Due to the
high number of interconnected loops, introduced through multiple redundancy, and a high degree of
horizontal peering among providers of the same Tier group, it is obvious that the AS adjacency
graph is far from planar. Efficient drawing of large, non-planar graphs however remains a open
topic in current research. Many of the more complex algorithms are however founded on the principles of a force directed layout.
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One of the most popular variants of these spring layouts (often referred to as force-dirceted) is the
Fruchtermann Reingold algorithm [TFER]. In its basic version, all vertices are placed at random
coordinates and the edges are replaced with imaginary springs that pull vertices together that lie far
apart or push them away from each other if they are too close. In addition an N-body simulation is
applied in which all nodes repel each other. Efficient solving of these large N-body systems remains
an unsolved problem in modern computer science and in practice iterative algorithms are frequently
used, which have complexity Θ(∣V∣2+∣E∣) without further optimization. The approach taken by
Fruchtermann et al. involves such an iterative method with decreasing mobility for the vertices.
With certain heuristic optimizations, the complexity can be brought down to more acceptable levels.
Yet the biggest problems of these algorithms remain a lack of scalability, and a tendency to find
poor local minima for certain graph types. Many force-directed algorithms thus depend heavily on
the quality of the initial random placement both for their convergence speed and the quality of the
final representation. Their main advantage however, is the relative ease of adding additional constraints for the layout and the ability to preassign positions for certain vertices.
Many graphs in practice are not suitable for simple spring layout algorithms, due to either their size
or a high number of loops that can lead to non-global minima. Because of these severe deficiencies,
more sophisticated techniques are needed for graphs such as the ones that are to be drawn for this
thesis. Among these techniques are clustering of sub-graphs, and using precomputed classifications
for individual vertices to place them space. Because of both its simplicity and versatility the k-Core
decomposition is to be used here. It successively prunes the least connected vertices and all their
edges from a given graph and for each vertex saves the highest minimum degree value, for which it
remained in the graph. These values are generally called coreness or colouring number and provide
a good input- parameter for drawing algorithms.

4 Concept
The main concept for the internals of AS-Viewer was to design it in such a manner that it would
allow fast and flexible access to BGP data. To achieve this, several datasets have to be precomputed
and simplified. At the same time as much as possible of the original data is to be kept available, to
enable its use for graph annotation.
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4.1 User Interface

Fig. 11 Mock-Up of User-Interface along with actual screenshot

The User Interface is to be divided in 3 main components. Most prominently in the centre is the 3D
graph view that can be rotated and moved using mouse and keyboard. It is also possible to select
individual ASes by clicking on them. The current selection will then be displayed annotated with
ASNs and shorthand names. Additionally a more detailed listing of the selection is provided on the
right-hand side in the “Selection” tab. From here, data such as country assignments, CAIDA ASRanks, and graph statistics can be accessed. Another tab page is reserved for rendering settings that
can influence how the 3D model is displayed. Attributes such as link thickness, node colouring and
labelling can be set there.
The main menu will be used to choose between several different layout algorithms. Screenshots can
also be taken and will automatically be named with current date and time for easy referencing.
The bottom part of the window is reserved for an interactive script interpreter that can be used to
run custom analysis. It provides quick access to all data available internally and it also allows
manipulation of this data. To allow efficient use of this interpreter, a small set of shorthands are to
be added to allow a quick start without knowing too much of the internal structures.

4.2 Representation of the AS-Paths
The BGP tables that are publicly available form routeviews.org and RIPE RIS, offer a glimpse on a
tiny fraction of the global routing policies. Nevertheless, this dataset is already substantial in size
which means we need to compress it in order to be able to work with it in an interactive manner. For
this compression, both lossless and lossy techniques are available. In general, there is a significant
potential for size reduction in the input datasets as in each BGP table all paths start with a relatively
small number of neighbour ASes that have a routing peering with the BGP monitor used. Even after
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this first hop however much compressible congruence can be observed owing to a high tendency for
each router to prefer routes from certain partners (often configured by hand to reflect available
bandwidth or its cost).

Fig. 12 Transitivity problem with AS-Paths

A big problem is however that AS-Paths are not transitive as illustrated in Fig. 12. This means that
when observing the paths 10 20 30 and 40 20 50 we can not be certain that AS 10 can reach AS 50
or that AS 40 can reach AS 30. This is especially problematic when the BGP tables are interpreted
as graphs, since a normal graph G=(V , E) with vertices V and edges E cannot represent this
kind of information, unless we use multiple vertices per AS (one for each distinct path that it appears in). This naïve approach however would take us straight back to the size of a normal BGP
table. One way to improve on this is to represent the AS-Paths with a prefix tree. The idea behind
this tree is to make use of the fact that most AS-Paths only diverge from other paths on the last few
hops and all start with a very limited set of hops (which equals the set of active peering partners of a
BGP monitor).
Since the final objective however, is to draw a graph and not a set of paths, the prefix tree will only
be used for input processing, while live path queries are to be handled by a graph-like datastructure.

5 Realization
The following chapter covers the concrete algorithms and techniques used for this thesis. It includes
an overview of third party libraries, how the preprocessing of the large input datasets is done and
how the AS-Graph is finally brought onto the screen, where it can be viewed and manipulated.

5.1 External libraries and tools
The aim to provide a high level of interactivity clearly favoured the use of a loosely typed and interpreted language. Especially features such as the integrated console, rely heavily on the inbuilt
introspection and JIT compilation offered by python. A further advantage of this language is the rich
set of external libraries that are available for this language.
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As graphical toolkit, Qt provided a quick way to build a complex User-Interface and through PyQt,
it works seamlessly with python. Since Qt already has integrated widgets for 3D acceleration
through OpenGL, pyOpenGL was then only needed for core OpenGL functions, while most of the
communication with the display manager could be left to Qt.
GLSL vertex and pixel shaders were used to augment the actual drawing, since fixed pipeline
OpenGL (i.e. without shaders) has only a limited capability of customizing the appearance of individual objects.
Many arithmetic operations that could not easily be done in a shader were passed on to numpy,
which provides a significant performance boost compared to native python when it comes to performing linear algebra operations on larger datasets. Also significant were the gains that BTrees
from zodb provided compared to python's inbuilt dictionaries, often being both faster and more
memory efficient. Processing of input data from the BGP monitors mostly relies on bgpdump1.

5.2 Input processing
A problematic aspect of work with Internet structure is that many available datasets are either not
complete or contain a high volume of coarse or faulty entries. One of the main reasons besides the
physical size of some datasets is the fact that many ISPs regard such information as business secret.
Even some of the internet registries like APNIC do not allow bulk access to their WHOIS databases
for the general public2.
5.2.1 BGP-dumps

The size of the BGP-dumps available from routeviews.org and RIPE RIS meant that interactive processing of the data contained requires preprocessing to bring loading times down to an acceptable
level. This preprocessing is done in several steps: The initial .bz2 dump files are decompressed and
preparsed using bgpdump.
As there are several special types of entries in the BGP tables that may cause problems later on they
are removed during this step:
•

AS-PATH stuffing: Multiple entries for a single ASN are removed.
134 133 133 132 → 134 133 132

•

CIDR/Aggregation: Prefixes that are a subdivision of a larger prefix can be merged if they
share the same path. In this case only the lowest ASN will be read as a representative for the

1 Available from https://bitbucket.org/ripencc/bgpdump/wiki/Home (accessed January 5, 2011)
2 http://www.apnic.net/apnic-info/whois_search/using-whois/network-resources (accessed June 5, 2011)
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others to avoid complexity in the dataset.
133 134 {120,121,122} → 133 134 120
•

IPv6 and default prefixes (0.0.0.0/0) are ignored

The resulting pre-parsed file is still in the hundreds of megabytes. It is then read into a PathStore
object, which provides 2 different ways of representing the AS-Graph. The first is a complex version that uses a prefix tree to store full transitivity and prefix assignment information. It is in gen eral too slow and memory consuming to answer live queries, but it can be used to augment BGP
update messages with AS-path information for withdrawn and changed routes (To save bandwidth
BGP update messages do not contain this information). The simple version instead discards information about missing transitivity and the assignment of prefixes to ASes is only kept in a cumulative
way by saving number and size of originating and transit prefixes for each AS and link. Using
cpickle, a python library for object serialization, it was then possible to load several BGP monitors
in a matter of seconds.
5.2.2 CAIDA AS-Rank

The CAIDA research group has for some time now offered the regularly updated AS-Rank dataset
[RANK]. It is a compilation of several different sources and data mining results and contains among
other fields a very complete list of ASes, ordered by the size of their customer-cone which is calculated from the inferred link types. Missing however, are some ASes not (yet) globally visible at
the time of generation. Since it is desirable to have a uniform dataset, an additional estimation
algorithm is required to augment previously invisible ASes with a sensible position in this ranking.
The method taken was a two step averaging process that first takes the average rank in the neighbourhood of each AS as defined by the links in the AS-Graph. The neighbourhood average was then
limited by the local rank if it was known. This meant that a neighbourhood's importance could not
exceed the importance of its centre. The averages were then averaged again in the same manner for
those ASes that had appeared in the graph, but which did not previously have an AS-Rank.
5.2.3 Geolocation

Since a single AS can be spread over several countries or continents, putting them on a map is a
complex task. Most ASes however are in practice confined to relatively small geographic regions,
justifying to assign a single pair of longitude and latitude. This assignment is however non-trivial.
As a base, the “delegated-latest” files available from APNIC3 were used. They contain the ISO3166
3 http://ftp.apnic.net/stats/ (accessed March 27, 2011)
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country code, each ISP is asked to provide for their network.
Since this thesis is focussed on drawing AS-Topology, a location-inferring algorithm was initially
used that relies on the assumption that geographically close Autonomous Systems are much more
likely to have physical links than others, that lie further apart. To begin with, each AS with a known
country assignment takes the average latitude and longitude of this country, using the database
provided by [TODD], in order to obtain the coordinates. To avoid placing thousands of US registered ASes at the same location, this special case is handled by assigning random locations within the ranges 122ºW to 71ºW and 29.5ºN to 47ºN. These coordinates roughly correspond to the geographic area of the US excluding Alaska and numerous small islands.
As there is a high number of ASes for which no country assignment can be obtained from the
delegated files, and as some of the assignments may reflect historic reasons rather than the actual
centre of operations of an AS, there is a strong need for further conditioning of the location dataset.
To this end, the input filter repeatedly goes through all known peering partners of each AS 4 and sets
the location to the average of its neighbours. For those ASes that had a location before the conditioning started, this position is also included in the averaging process, helping to avoid an exaggerated convection between American and European ASes.
As the actual averaging is to be performed on spherical coordinates, using the normal arithmetic
mean is not the best option. Instead, when averaging over input angles lat i ,long i with
i∈{1, 2,3, ... ,∣input locations∣} , we first translate them to Cartesian coordinates c i using sine and
cosine. For each of these coordinates we also have a weight w i that reflects how strongly each location influences the the averaging process. By scaling all w i , so that their sum equals 1, we can

c:
then use the following simple weighted arithmetic mean to calculate a mass centre ̄
c̄=∑ c ⋅w
i
i
i∈ I

Converting this Cartesian space vector back to Spherical coordinates with the help of arctan2 yields
latitude and longitude of the mass centre. Furthermore, ∣̄c∣ can be used as an indicator in judging
how close the input locations were to each other.
As will be shown later, this averaging tends to skew the geographic locations and a decision was
taken to implement a second algorithm that can be used to determine the geographic centre of an
AS. In conjunction with the MaxMind® GeoLite City database, a list of prefix origins derived from
BGP-dumps can be used to average over the locations of the prefixes that are assigned to each
4 As derived from BGP-dumps.
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Autonomous System. As the prefixes do not exactly match the IP-Address ranges available in the
GeoLite table, another preprocessing step was introduced to average over the ranges that lie within
each announced prefix. As the sizes of prefixes and IP ranges in GeoLite vary greatly, both averaging steps take into account the actual number of addresses.
Plugging the mass centre formula from above first into the averaging over the GeoLite IP-Ranges
and then into the averaging of the origin prefixes for each AS, with the weight being set to the
fraction of the total address number matched by each range or prefix, we then obtain a single pair of
angles for almost every AS. The few missing ones that had either no valid visible prefix or whose
prefixes are not mapped by GeoLite, are then interpolated using the neighbour-averaging method
described earlier.

5.3 Graph drawing
As indicated earlier, drawing such large graphs is non-trivial and often requires to try and combine
several different techniques. This section discusses the used algorithms and placement principles.
As none of the force-based drawing techniques have made it into the final version, they will only be
covered in the evaluation chapter.
5.3.1 Groundwork

Fig. 13 Calculation of layout cones

The Curved Cone Layout was designed as foundation for other layout algorithms. It maps ASes into
3D space using two metric functions f : ASes → ℝ +0 , a measure for the importance of an AS and
g : ASes →[−180 ° ,180 °] , which yields a geographic longitude. While the choice of f varies depending on the definition of “important”, g is derived from the two Geolocation algorithms
described in section 5.2.3.
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Since some importance measures for ASes or graph vertices are hard to interpret, based on their
absolute value and provide meaning mostly in comparison of different values, a logarithmic scale
can be applied before using it as z coordinate for 3D mapping. A normalized version ẑ of this coordinate is then used to determine the radius of a circle parallel to the xy plane at the calculated z
value. This is done using the sin function to provide a “less-than-linear” mapping giving us a
curved cone. The advantage of the curvature being that straight lines between any two ASes will
appear behind the other ASes instead of obstructing them when the scene is viewed from the front.
5.3.2 Selection Distance Layout

Fig. 14 Selection distance layout from AS 3356

The Selection Distance Layout is a very simple, yet convenient layout that is designed to draw the
global routing graph from the perspective of a given set of ASes. Depending on the desired analysis,
it takes either incoming, outgoing or both kinds of links between ASes and uses an adapted version
of Dijkstra’s algorithm [ED], to compute the minimum number of hops that are needed to reach
each AS from the starting set. At the end, unreachable ASes are treated as if they were reached one
hop after the hop last visited. These values are then used directly as importance measure for the
cone layout.
5.3.3 CAIDA Rank Layout

A more general layout algorithm named CAIDA Rank Layout is based on the previously explained
AS Rank dataset. Using again the Curved Cone Layout as basis, the importance of each AS is taken
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directly from the Autonomous System ranks with the addition of a few inferred ranks as explained
in chapter 5.2.2.

Fig. 15 CAIDA rank layout without rounding

As this layout produces a very dense outer area that may be confusing when viewed from the side, it
is also possible to artificially introduce rings by rounding the logarithmic importance. Albeit this
places many ASes on top of each other, there is a simple remedy in taking a weighted average
between the 2 methods.

Fig. 16 CAIDA rank layout using rounded rings (left: fully rounded, right: 70% rounding)
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5.3.4 k-Cores Layout and Clustering

The Curved Cone Layout was also used as central visualization method for the coreness data that is
calculated by the k-Cores algorithm. As with the Selection Distance Layout, a logarithmic interpretation of the ranking was not needed as the algorithm in itself ensures that for most non-regular
graphs the sizes of the innermost cores will be relatively small. Unlike the Selection Distance Layout or the rounded version of the CAIDA Rank Layout, this layout does not need additional offsets
to avoid stacking large numbers of ASes on top of each other.

Fig. 17 k-Cores Layout with 29 cores

Fig. 18 CAIDA Rank Layout with (left) and without (right) clustering enabled
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Apart from the direct use of the coreness numbers in graph drawing, they are also used for a clustering of the outer rim of the internet which constitutes ASes that only appear as transit buyers or in
peering relations with other small scale networks. Since one objective is to simplify the AS-Graph,
it is possible to exclude these networks from being drawn. This helps to reduce the overall complexity in Fig. 18, as a large number of non-transit edges disappears along with these networks.

5.4 Rendering
Modern 3D graphics platforms are heavily optimized for processing of large uniform datasets.
Although they still provide a one-call-per-object interface similar to that of a plain 2D canvas,
drawing larger amounts of primitives requires that they are placed in homogeneous c-style arrays
instead of high level data structures such as sets, lists or dictionaries. Especially since the introduction of 32 bit AS numbers this mapping to a single uniform array needs to be done explicitly to
avoid working with arrays that are several times larger than the total number of visible ASes. To
avoid having to go back and forth between ASNs and the array indices (named ASIDs here), most
data structures are actually maintained twice, once with either index.
Another complication introduced by the specialized graphics hardware, is that dots and lines do not
support perspective scaling like other objects. Normally lines and dots of a non-zero size appear
smaller and thinner the further away they are. To alleviate this shortcoming, GLSL shaders are used
that turn the dots into correctly scaling point sprites. These shaders also allow custom drawing
properties for the dots. This is however more difficult in the case of the lines. The correct on-screen
thickness of a line that is not parallel to the viewing plane is not constant while OpenGL only supports constant line thickness. A common solution is to replace lines with thin rectangles or
trapezoids that are perpendicular to the viewing vector (i.e. the vector that runs from the camera
position straight into the screen). Since only very recent graphics hardware is able to perform this
replacement unaided, the required rectangles are calculated on the CPU using numpy.

5.5 3D Navigation
Navigation of 2 dimensional screen-space using mouse or keyboard is trivial, but with the addition
of a third dimension it is hard to keep such ease of use. With a few exceptions input and display
devices remain constrained to working 2D space. The challenge is to map the commands in such a
way into 3D space that the navigation is both intuitive and flexible.
In OpenGL the perspective is determined by matrices that contain scaling, rotation and translation
information. Each point in 3D space goes through this matrix to determine its on-screen position. It
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is standard practice to do the manipulation of these matrices through a proxy camera object that
allows to conveniently set camera position and viewing direction.
While most of the time the user will want to navigate around the graph model keeping it in the
centre of the screen, it is sometimes desirable to change to a more local perspective and allow free
navigation in space. To reconcile these contradicting requirements, two distinct modes for navigation were designed.
The centred default mode works by calculating spherical coordinates of the camera with respect to
(0,0,0). These angles can then be used to apply mouse-dragging operations as angular velocities that
move the camera around the graph placed in the centre. In addition the mouse wheel can be used to
move the camera forward or backward effectively scaling the scene. While the spherical coordinate
technique does have the problem of running into a Gimbal Lock at high elevations (i.e. loss of a
degree of freedom when looking at the object from above or below.), it is easy to implement and intuitive to use.

Fig. 19 Spherical coordinates for camera navigation

The independent mode in contrast ignores the relative position of the camera to the centre and
instead allows the user to rotate the camera in place with a similar algorithm. Just as before the
mouse wheel can be used to “walk” in the viewing direction and alternate mouse buttons can also
be used to move the camera left or right. This results in a navigation technique akin to the one used
in aircraft simulators, with the slight change that the heading only changes when the user performs
an explicit drag operation.
To further help new users of AS-Viewer understanding the principles of the 3D navigation and the
layouts it is possible to display wire-frame cubes that help judging the current rotation. In addition
the rim of the Curved Cone Layout can be annotated with the mapped longitudes as well as the
names of large cities.
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6 Evaluation
In the following chapter, the methods used and the obtained results will be evaluated both from the
point of justification and the possibilities they provide in practical use.

6.1 Data basis
The BGP-dumps used for the figures throughout this thesis were all captured in the early hours of
the 1st of May, 2011.
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Table 1 Comparison of routeviews.org and RIPE RIS BGP-dumps

Table 1 shows the sizes of the graphs that can be derived from each of the used monitors. Unless
otherwise stated a merge of the sydney, LINX and route-views2 dumps was used to render the
images included in this thesis. Such merged datasets include all ASes and AS-Links that appeared in
at least one of the dumps.

#AS
#links
directed

#links
undirected

routeviews.org

RIPE RIS

routeviews.org &
RIPE RIS

8 monitors

10 monitors

16 monitors

38171

37951

38372

95430

100187

113014

93520

98045

109672

Table 2 Comparison of merged monitor datasets

Table 2 helps to gauge how the aforementioned merging affects the dataset. It can be seen merging
of several monitors mostly increases the number of visible edges. This increase tends to lessen with
each additional dump, suggesting that the visible graph is approaching a certain limit, naturally
being imposed by the number of physical links. Another important find about the merging results is
that using a merged dataset introduces many edges that were measured in both directions. The
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combination of all 16 monitors contains more than three times as many bi-directional AS-Links as
any single monitor. While some of them lie close to the BGP-monitors used, and thus are only inverse views of certain links, others represent edges that can be crossed in either direction for global
transit. Going back to Gao's link classification, we can assume that these edges belong either to the
p2p or s2s group.

6.2 Compression and Simplification
As reported initially, several different data structures were evaluated and tried to bring the AS-Paths
obtained from these BGP-dumps down to a manageable size and allow fast access for the used algorithms. In this section an overview over the results will be given, showing why they were chosen
or rejected. Table 3 offers an overview of the measured characteristics. Its first 2 columns represent
an uncompressed view of a BGP monitor, but they are of little use in interactive operation, as they
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Table 3 Comparison of datastructures and algorithms for BGP-table representation

6.2.1 Prefix Tree

A first analysis of prefix trees to represent the AS-Paths provided promising results. For all tried
datasets, the prefix tree reduced the size of the AS-Paths to less than 7% (e.g. sydney dataset 4.7%).
After replacing pythons dictionaries with the BTrees from zope the prefix tree also proved to be sufficiently fast, typically processing around 9000 entries of a bgpdump per second. It also takes some
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time to transform the prefix tree into a graph that can be rendered and it is a time consuming task to
find all instances of a certain AS in the tree, when a full list of its neighbours is needed.
Furthermore, the plain prefix tree did not allow to map prefixes to their origin ASes. To overcome
this shortcoming, an additional index structure is needed to map IP prefixes to their origin ASes.
This index structure however is hard to optimize and it grows linearly with the number of input
paths, thus being responsible for most of the memory usage in large monitor datasets. (See the comparison of the two Prefix Trees in Table 3)
Its high memory consumption made the prefix tree unattractive, but not impossible to use as database back-end during analysing and drawing of the graph. As long as a limited set of monitors is
used, adding more RAM is a feasible countermeasure.
6.2.2 Annotated Graph

The central idea of the annotated graph is to avoid loosing the prefix assignments and the transitivity information completely. Going through the annotations available at the RIPE RIS member
lists5, it can be seen that nearly all peers of the monitoring routers forward either a very complete
(>95%) or a very limited (<5%) subset of the globally advertised prefixes. Since the small subsets
typically do not contain a significant amount of transit routes to far-off parts of the Internet, this
means that they have little to no influence on the overall availability of most prefixes. The very
complete view in turn can be put to use by summing them up at their originating prefixes. This
means that the same /24 prefix seen at an AS by 2 different peers will be counted twice, thus
giving the appearance appear as if a /23 prefix is assigned to this AS. Although this information
may sounds impractical by itself, its use comes from the comparison with the same information of
other ASes. As consequence of the high number of very complete subsets, the seemingly imprecise
data for each AS can still be used to compare the globally visible prefix size of different ASes.
The same procedure can also be used for statistics on transit routes. Instead of aggregating the prefix size only at the originating AS, it is also possible to do this for all transit ASes or even individual
AS-Links. This is where the summation really shines, as it enables us to compare the importance of
ASes for global connectivity.

5 http://www.ripe.net/data-tools/stats/ris/ris-raw-data, see members/peers for each entry (updated daily)
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In Fig. 20 this information was used to highlight the importance of certain ASes for total prefix
origins (right) and global transit (left). It can be observed that the transit size correlates strongly
with the CAIDA AS-Ranks that were used to put the most important nodes closer to the centre.
There are however several outliers that were announcing a large set of transit addresses but are
deemed unimportant in the CAIDA ranking. One explanation for this mismatch is the fact that the
routing data is much more recent than the ranking dataset. Some of the high ranking outliers are
however introduced by the data collection itself. As we we have access to very few of the worldwide BGP-tables the reason for some of these obvious outliers is that they were in fact peers of the
used BGP monitors and thus a full prefix table appeared as transit.

Fig. 20 CAIDA Rank Layout with node radius scaled by transit (left) versus origin (right) prefix size
(scaling function: log(size)², colouring matches size)

A look at the right-hand graph reveals that origin size is much more loosely correlated with the
CAIDA Rank. Many ASes that seemed rather insignificant in the transit graph appear by far more
important when measuring the origin size. Many of those are Home Internet Service Providers like
the highlighted AS 7922 (Comcast), which explains the need for a high number of originating
prefixes.

6.3 Data inference
The frequently arising issue of missing or insufficient data resulted in a need for algorithmic augmentation to allow homogeneous access. A next step of evaluation is a detailed discussion of the
methods used and the quality of the results.
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6.3.1 AS-Rank

As described before, an AS-Graph loaded from recent BGP-dumps contains some ASes that are not
included in the latest CAIDA AS-Ranks. A first naïve method for interpolating this data for the new
ASes, was to simply average the rank over all neighbouring ASes. This was however quickly identified as insufficient, because it ranked stub ASes that were customers of a Tier-1 provider as highly
as their providers.

Fig. 21 Visualization of CAIDA AS-Rank and inferred ranks mapped from AS 3356
(green: original data, pink: inferred data)

Fig. 22 Visualization of CAIDA AS-Ranks and inferred ranks in using the CAIDA Rank Layout
(green: original data, pink: inferred data)
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On closer investigation of the missing ASes, it was obvious that these were mostly stub ASes or
regional ISPs of little global importance. This observation could be used to improve the algorithm
with the described 2-pass method that averages twice: firstly over the neighbour ranks and then over
the averages themselves. While Fig. 21 uses the topological distance from AS 3356 as importance
measure, Fig. 22 uses CAIDA Rank Layout, calculating z coordinate and ring size from the official
and inferred AS-Ranks.
6.3.2 Geolocation

As all of the layouts that made it into the final version of AS-Viewer rely on a good quality of the
longitude assignments, the generation process for this data requires close scrutiny. As previously
stated two algorithms were designed that differ significantly both in data sourcing and obtained
results.
WHOIS and GeoLite data alike can introduce several kinds of errors, some of which they share.
The first error arises directly from the problem specification of assigning a single point to each AS.
Taking for example an AS like 15412 (Flag-Telecom) that operates a network of fibre cables spanning several continents, it is hard to define what a good approximation for its geographic placement
means. The WHOIS data for ASes in such cases often reflects the administrative centre of an AS,
but although most of the time a physical network presence is nearby, it might only host a fraction of
an ISP's networking equipment. Commercial Geolocation services instead rely on several different
sources to map individual IP prefixes or ranges to geographic locations. While this data is of course
far more fine-grained than the delegated tables, the same fine-grainedness means that we still need
to find a representative location that offers a good approximation for the entire AS.
In the light of this problem, a split of the ASes into their external BGP routers may sound like a
viable solution, but this would not only mean an enormous increase in graph size, but also pose the
new challenge of finding locations and adjacencies for individual routers. Since this thesis is
focused on drawing the AS-Graph on a macroscopic scale, the splitting option was not investigated
any further. [ITDK] provides a good start for further investigation of the involved issues, possible
techniques and datasets.
A handy by-product of the mass centre averaging used, is the relative distance of the mass centre to
the earth's midpoint. If the averaged surface locations are far apart from each other, the mass centre
will be buried deeply underground, while closely matching locations produce a mass centre not far
from earth's surface. Thus the relative distance can be used as a measure for an ASes locality and at
the same time it provides an estimate for the correctness of the inferred location.
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Fig. 23 Confidence of mass centre averaging using GeoLite City

In Fig. 23, a histogram for this confidence measure is shown. Not displayed are 1.5k ASes (out of
37k total), which had a confidence value of less than 0.975. The low ratio of confidence lacking
placements suggests that the averaging works reasonably well. Despite that, one must not forget that
the data generation process used by MAXMIND could actually favour this outcome disproportionally. Yet without full access to their algorithms and data sources, it will be hard to either prove or
refute this theory.

Fig. 24 Mercator projection showing confidence in geolocation assignments
(top: side view, bottom: above view; depth and lightness depend on AS-Ranks)

The complete set of these confidence values can also be used to determine node colours in a Mercator projection of the calculated locations as seen in Fig. 24.
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It is clearly visible that the averaging lacks confidence with some transit-focussed ASes such as
15421 (Flag-Telecom) just as expected. But the image also shows that many, mostly smaller ASes
are placed at various rather strange locations in the middle of oceans. In most cases this can be
explained by the relatively low number of originating prefixes they provide. Another justified
explanation would be that the GeoLite dataset is simply not very accurate for the location of routing
equipment owned by small or transit focussed ISPs. This derives from the fact that the locations of
routers and network infrastructure are more fragmented across the IP space than the assignments of
client IP addresses for end-users. In general, the averaging algorithm however produces very plausible results, and when ignoring all ASes with low confidence, very clear outlines of the continents
are visible.
A similar set of images shown in Fig. 25, was produced with the neighbour-averaging method. Instead of the confidences, this time the RIR assignments (also available in the WHOIS delegated
lists) were used to determine the node colours. The simple reason being that the confidences can
change drastically between iterations and thus do not have much meaning when distinct steps of
time are compared. Using these RIR colouring also aids keeping the complexity of the image reasonable, while at the same highlighting the movement between the iterations. While at the beginning,
the ASes appear stacked on top of each other in the middle of the respective country (with the
exception of the randomized locations for US ASes), the algorithm quickly tears some of these
clusters apart. Sadly by doing so, the possibility to interpret the placement of an AS geographically
is lost soon. Even so, this process highlights topological properties of the AS-Graph. Looking at the
north American and European assigned clusters (dark blue, green), the high amount of transatlantic
meshing and dependency becomes visible in the strong attraction that pulls them together. In the
same manner Asia (pink) is pulled away from Europe and Africa (red) because the transpacific fibre
links outweigh the more indirect connections to Europe. By tweaking the weight of the initial position in this process, it is now possible to favour either a geographic or a topological definition of
closeness, and of course the neighbour-averaging can also be applied to the locations derived from
GeoLite and the delegated lists.
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Fig. 25 Mercator projection showing AS locations after 0, 1, 5 and 50 iterations of the neighbourhood-averaging
(colour and z-depth depend on RIR assignments and AS-Rank)
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6.4 Layout evaluation
As the previous chapter has proven the principal validity and highlighted problems of the applied
inference methods, the next step is to examine the quality of the different graph-drawing techniques
that were implemented.
6.4.1 Spring/Force based Layout

Fig. 27 Degrading spring layout with increasing graph size (all
ASes with link degree > 150)
Fig. 26 Early results of the spring layout (only
ASes with link degree > 400)

Initial experimentation started with an algorithm similar to Fruchtermann Reingold. However, since
the original N-body simulation was not feasible for 30000 to 40000 thousand vertices, as it would
mean calculating more than one billion force vectors for each step, a general repulsion from the
mass centre of all vertices was chosen instead.
Using this technique, it was possible to obtain a good general 3D model for the rich connectivity in
core of the Internet, made up by the Tier-1 and some of the Tier-2 networks. (see Fig. 26)
Unfortunately, once more nodes were added, the layout quickly degraded to an extremely complex
web of nodes and edges and it took up to several minutes before the the layout converged on a local
minimum. Although the problem with the long time until convergence could have been improved
by using results of precomputed layouts for the initial placement, the spring layout proved inadequate for drawing the graph in such a way that the position of an vertex in space would reliably
show the topological or geographic role of a certain AS.
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6.4.2 Selection Distance Layout

The strength of the Selection Distance Layout lies in its ability to view the AS-Graph from a specific vantage point. Unlike the other implemented techniques, it allows to quickly identify other ASes
that are critical for the uplink connections of smaller Tier-3 or regional ISPs. Since the longitude is
used to map the ASes around each of the circles with equal minimum hop count, one can also get a
rough estimate of the general topological distance to different regions around the world. This way,
the layout helps bridging the gap between these two different domains of locality.
Fig. 28 gives several examples for this layout, each using a different AS as starting point. To avoid
complicating matters, all edges were assumed to be traversable in both directions. Still it can easily
be seen, that as an AS gets less important, the first hop count 6 with a significant number of reachable networks increases. While Level 3 currently maintains nearly 3000 direct peering sessions
worldwide, this number is already down to several hundreds for Deutsche Telekom AG, pushing
many networks into the second hop. The number of first and second degree neighbours drops further, when regional networks such as the DFN (German research network) or the even smaller City
Link New Zealand are centred. Noteworthy is the increasing number of links connecting ASes that
share the same hop distance to the source. Although these links may often contain valid routes for
the centred AS, it can be assumed that in general these links are less significant for its global reachability. Proof of this would however require a very complete set of customer-provider annotation for
the AS-Links or the presence of a BGP monitor nearby.
The presence of a large number of yellow routes in a layer can however be used as an indication for
a large number of backup routes. When an exact view is required, a full-table peer of a BGP monitor must be chosen as the only data source and the algorithm must be configured to allow outgoing
edges only.
Another way to further enhance the quality of the hop distance predictions would be a set of annotated edges, such as inferred by Gao. But even if someone were to run extensive traceroute scans
from many different ASes, a significant set of backup links may stay completely hidden. It might
even be the case that routers along the way specifically chose certain intermediate destinations over
others for economic or load balancing reasons. Such often used policies lead to a phenomenon
called asymmetric routing. Using just one graph, it would be hard to depict this kind of data correctly.

6 Note that actual packet hops will be higher since traversing an AS may mean visiting several routers along the way.
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3356 (Level 3 Communications)

3320 (Deutsche Telekom AG)

680 (Deutsches Forschungsnetz)

9439 (City Link New Zealand)

Fig. 28 Selection Distance Layout focussed on different ASes
(blue: inter layer links, yellow: intra layer links, overlay appears black)
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6.4.3 k-Cores Layout and Clustering
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Fig. 29 Logarithmic comparison of coreness depending on the vantage point

The k-Cores algorithm is a frequently used clustering technique that can also be used to aid data
mining and graph drawing. It's ability to find strongly connected sets of nodes has made it an obvious choice in previous efforts to analyse the AS-Graph. It works by recursively pruning all nodes
with edge degree < k. The problem these efforts usually ran into was that unlike many other graphs,
the AS-Graph is not split into separate components within each k-Core. Even when we try to successively remove the nodes with highest coreness, the bulk of the graph stays within a single component. Only when more than 50% of all nodes are removed in this manner, the graph starts to fall
apart into thousands of small networks.
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Fig. 30 Linear comparison of coreness

Nevertheless, the k-Cores algorithm turned out to be a viable tool for the reduction of graph complexity. Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 show that the size of the sets of equal coreness depends on which input
dataset was used. Especially the comparatively small routeviews.org monitors in Japan and Brasil
provided data with a majority of what seemed like Stub-ASes. Using other BGP monitors with a
higher number of peers changed this picture. While the set with coreness 2 that requires at least 2
links to similar nodes increased in size, the first coreness set was effectively halved. It is noteworthy
that the main difference between using only the route-views-2 monitor and a combined view of all
monitors available from routeviews.org is a higher number of links in the topological centre of the
Internet. The size (rightmost value in each of the series in Fig. 29) and composition of the highest kCore however remains nearly constant, no matter which monitor or set of monitors is used. Inside
this highest k-Core, all the Tier-1 ISPs 7 can be found and the remainder is made up of a relatively
constant (depending on vantage points) set of large Tier-2 networks.
The high number of ASes outside the third k-Core (i.e. with coreness < 3) were determined to be
good candidates for clustering. Each of them is then assigned to at least one neighbouring proxy AS.
(ASes with coreness 2 have two proxies). For visualization purposes, this assignment can be
accessed e.g. by adding the size of the origin prefixes of a proxy's children to its own origin size.
Fig. 31 shows various results obtained from the k-Cores and clustering algorithm. It is clearly visible that the clustering process did not touch any of the important ASes in the centre of the graph.
Out of 37,750 networks present in the AS-Graph 27,870 were removed. Out of 4077 proxy networks assigned by the clustering only 3,777 remain visible after the last iteration of the clustering,
joining another 6,103 networks that were not turned into proxies. This means that the total number
7 Tier-1 ISPs as listed on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_1_network (accessed 10th June 2011)
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of nodes nodes in the AS-Graph was reduced by 73.8% down to 9,880. Similarly, the number of
visible edges is reduced by 48.8%: Out of 85,545 edges in the normal graph only 43,772 remained.
Looking closer at the clustered links and the number of ASes represented by proxy nodes, it can be
seen that most of the core ISPs have a large number of peers that do not provide a significant
amount of transit routes. Also visible is that the removal left nearly all lateral connections (i.e.
between nodes of similar importance) of the inner circles untouched.

Fig. 31 Detailed view of clustering results with CAIDA Rank Layout
node size: # of clustered customers (log scale)
node colour: coreness of node (1 blue, 2 orange, >2 grey)
edges: min. coreness of endpoints (blue/orange for clustered links, thin black otherwise)

6.5 2D versus 3D
This project was started with a main objective of creating an improved way of drawing the ASGraph. While most previous approaches restricted themselves to 2D space, very early it was decided to try to use the potential offered by 3D rendering. Normal display technology is effectively
limited to 2D projections of this higher dimensional space and even the advancing 3D displays do
not allow us to see objects hidden behind other objects in a static scene. Also giving the user the
ability to move and rotate the camera does not help, once the complexity exceeds a certain level.
The complex spring layout in Fig. 27 is an excellent example for this issue. The Curved Cone Layout counters this by ensuring that nodes with a different z-value are also separated in the x,y plane.
While this effectively reduces what can be conveyed through placement in the x,y plane, it does
mean that the resulting 3D models not only look good when they are rotated freely, but also makes
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them suitable for printed still images.
In Fig. 32 AS 680 (DFN) is shown from different perspectives. While the default view gives a good
general impression of the location and importance of its peering partners, different levels of zoom
and rotations allow a closer inspections of its peers. It can be seen that the DFN is well-connected to
the top ranking European ASes. It provides transit for several small networks such as AS 12816
which supplies scientific facilities in Munich, as well as the TUM. This network is however not
represented by an own node in the graph because only its default uplink with the DFN is globally
routed and thus the clustering removes this node.

default view

view rotated to highlight Europe

zoomed view (US in lower left)

further level of zoom with rotation

Fig. 32 Different perspectives for AS 680 (DFN). incoming links red, outgoing green
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6.6 Comparison with CAIDA Topology Map

Fig. 33 Direct comparison of AS-Rank Layout and CAIDA Topology Map
node size: size of traversing prefixes (log(size)²)
node position and colour: CAIDA AS Rank (log)
link colour: inferred link types (provider: green, customer: red, peers: aqua, others: grey)
link type dataset is available from http://www.caida.org/data/active/as_taxonomy/ (accessed 10th June 2011)

Fig. 33 illustrates how several different AS properties can be used to build a comprehensive map of
the Internet. For comparison, it is placed opposite to the image of the CAIDA Topology Map previously seen in Fig. 3. While both pictures provide a similar hierarchy from centre to rim, the vast
number of edges displayed in the Topology Map forms an almost uniformly coloured area and only
very few lines can be singled out. Furthermore, it has to be considered that the CAIDA group used
extensive manual post-processing on the graph, while AS-Viewer allows to manipulate and render
its 3D graph representations in real-time, using no external graphics tool. Because of the one-stop
process for creating this kind of imagery, it is simple to augment it with further information that
would otherwise require a start from the beginning. In the above example the node size was used
represents the size of the prefixes that traverse each node. Moreover, instead of simply showing the
same information as the graph nodes the link colours were tuned, using a further dataset containing
assignments of AS-Link types similar to those inferred by Gao. [DKHCG]
In theory we could augment this rendering even further with other kinds of annotations, but at this
point doing so would definitely break a certain limit on how much information should be conveyed
in a single figure. It should however be noted that this limit is rather imposed by human perception
and not by limitations of the underlying process.
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The interactive nature of AS-Viewer stems mostly from the free 3D navigation an data selection and
the wide range of things that can be done with the bottom console. Throughout the writing of this
thesis, this feature was really able to prove itself. Graphical User Interfaces are often limited by the
fixed distribution of screen space for specific tools, views and features. Although this can be improved by making the interface as customizable as possible (The most notable example for this is
the Eclipse Framework), many mathematical and analysis tools such as Wolfram Mathematica or
MatLab rely heavily on inbuilt interpreters. Without a console-like feature, the developers are
forced to consider every possible use case and risk falling for the trap of making the User Interface
so generic that its use becomes cumbersome. Of course this does not justify relying on consoles for
everyday consumer tools such as office applications, but in cases like this, where the user can be expected to have at least some background in computer science, adding an interactive interpreted can
introduce amazing possibilities.
Naturally adding such an interpreter is not trivial, as it has to be decided what interfaces can and
should be made accessible. Not knowing how these interfaces may be used by the end user means
that it is hard to optimize and secure them. The approach used here was to only provide a few
specialized interfaces for very common tasks and otherwise simply provide raw access to the internal python objects. While this means of course that the user can instantly crash the application by
destroying vital internal objects, it allows a great level of freedom for an advanced user.
Fig. 34 is a last example that demonstrates the analytical power available through the console interface. Using just a few lines of python code a feature such as the path change colouring provided by
LinkRank can be imitated. In this case the MIX monitor from RIPE RIS was used as a vantage
point to monitor the routing path changes that occurred in the early hours of January 30, 2008. On
this day 2 undersea cables linking Europe with the middle east and Asia were severed leaving parts
of the middle east and the Indian subcontinent with poor Internet connections. 8 While the red
coloured ASes that experienced a net loss in transit prefixes appear mostly in Europe and parts of
the Middle East, the green ASes with net gains are mostly located in the US and Far East Asia. This
can be interpreted as a re-routing of affected prefixes around the globe to compensate for the loss of
connection.

8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_submarine_cable_disruption (accessed 13th May 2011)
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Fig. 34 Cumulative routing changes as seen from MIX Milano (time-frame 00:00 till 10:00 on May 30, 2008)
node/link colours: net change of transit prefixes (green: more, red: less)
node size: net change of prefixes (log scale)

This example highlights how traditional data analysis can be used in conjunction with the superior
graph drawing techniques available in AS-Viewer to allow geographic and topological interpretation of routing path anomalies.
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7 Future Work and Conclusion
During the writing of this thesis, various areas of research were touched. Since an exhaustive analysis of all these areas would reach beyond the scope of this project opportunities for future research
can be found. Even though the k-Cores clustering technique provides a significant reduction of
overall graph size and complexity, other, more advanced clustering techniques might provide even
better results. They could be used to implement a dynamic LoD (level of detail) rendering system
that not only increases rendering speed and scalability, but also provides better abstraction and
simplification of the graph. Further improvements would also be possible through the addition of
router centric measurement data. This would enable better in-depth analysis of actual routing
decisions, as opposed to the predictions contained in BGP data.
It has been shown that AS-Viewer has powerful capabilities for the visualisation of the structure of
global AS-connectivity. Unlike most of the past approaches it supplies an immersive 3D graph representation that provides new and useful ways of examining AS-Graphs. It was demonstrated that
specialized graph layout techniques adapted to the AS-graph dataset significantly outperform generic graph drawing techniques, both concerning processing time and versatility of the resulting images. Chiefly the Selection Distance Layout provides new and unique views of the AS-Graph that
allow to quickly gauge an ASes local connectivity keeping its global role in sight. The interactive
nature of AS-Viewer allows it to be used for visualisation and exploration of any kind of data associated with ASes or AS-Links. In conjunction with the inbuilt console, this enables the user to
quickly evaluate different concepts and algorithms, without having to bother with the graphic representation of their results.
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Appendix
The contained DVD contains a version of AS-Viewer along with a set of preprocessed data including a graph representation of all BGP-dumps available from routeviews.org and RIPE RIS for
1st of May 2011. Not included were the RIPE monitors that are located directly next to routeviews
monitors.
AS-Viewer needs python 2.7.1 with installed modules for pyOpenGL (3.0.1), pyQt (4.6), pythonzodb and a recent graphics card supporting OpenGL 2.0. Although it was designed for use with
Linux, adapting it to Microsoft Windows should be possible with minimal changes.
Please note that some of the graphs generated for this thesis require changes to the code to make
data accessible that is discarded during normal operation.
Most of the analyses can however be recreated for interactive inspection without any modifications
to the source. The following list of commands is just a short overview over the possibilities. Of
course the user can also define custom functions and access further objects not listed here.

Command

Description/Use

Example use

asn2asID

conversion of ASNs and
internal ASIDs

asn2asID[3320]
(yields the internal ID of AS 3320)
asn2asID.getKey(100)
(yields the ASN associated with internal ASID 100)

customColorData

Numpy array with custom
colors used when
“customColors” is enabled

customColorData[:,:] = (0,0,1,1)
(turns all ASes blue, indexed with ASID)

shaderParams

Numpy array that controls
node size and radius of dark
borders when
“keepShaderParams” is
disabled

shaderParams[:,0] = 0.5
(set thickness of all ASes to 0.5)
shaderParams[:,1] = 0.0
(hide dark borders)

customLinkColors

dict for link colour
assignments

customLinkColors[(1000,2000)] = (1,0,0,1)
(set the colour of the link between ASIDs 1000 and 2000 to red)

graph

vertex positions and layout
algorithms

graph.calcCAIDALogRings()
(calculates a CAIDA AS Ranks layout)

graphMan

contains the AS-Graph

toggleASN(graphMan.linksByASN[3320])
(toggles the selection of all outbound peers of AS 3320)

asAttrLibrary

annotations for ASes such as
names, location, CAIDA
rank, ...

asAttrLibrary.getAS(3356).name
(returns a human readable name for AS 3356)

asLinkLibrary

Classification and annotation
for AS-Links

asLinkLibrary.getAttr()
(returns a dict with AS relationship annotations for ordered tuples of
ASNs)

paramMan

change / query parameters
manually

paramMan['fontSize'] = 1.1
(set the font size to 1.1)

renderer

influence rendering

advanced use only

toggleASN(x)

toggles the selection status of
given ASN. (more than one
may be provided)

toggleASN([3320,3356])
(toggles the selection of ASes 3320 and 3356)

Table 4 Shorthand commands for the integrated console

